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Absolute Photoionization Cross-Sections for Xe+ and Xe2+
Allison Mueller1, R.C. Bilodeau2, Nicholas Sterling3, Ron Phaneuf4, A.L.D. Kilcoyne5, Alex Aguilar5, David Macaluso1
Motivation
Astronomers recently detected heavy (trans-iron) elements for the first time in stellar objects. Specifically, they were detected in
planetary nebulae, which are gaseous clouds that surround dying medium-mass stars. Now, astronomers seek to determine the
elemental abundances of each of these stellar bodies. Elemental abundances help us to understand stellar nucleosynthesis, a process
during which new, heavier nuclei are formed by the capture of free neutrons and several decay processes. In turn, understanding
nucleosynthesis reveals clues about the chemical evolution of the Universe.
Astrophysicists’ data consists of multiple elements’ spectroscopic
characteristics overlapped. With so many profiles present, it becomes
difficult to distinguish one element from the next. In order to calculate
elemental abundances, astronomers need to know which elements’
spectroscopic profiles are present in their data. Our work provides them
with this information: we perform spectroscopy on positive ions and put
our cross-sections on an absolute scale. This enables astronomers to
identify which elements are present in planetary nebulae, and determine
each element’s abundance in the object.
Figure 1: Various planetary nebulae, colorized. Left to right: bipolar
nebula, cat’s eye nebula, ring nebula, hourglass nebula. Image courtesy
of astrobob.areavoices.com.
Experiment
To collect data and simulate conditions in a nebula, the photo-ion merged-beams method is used. Neutral atoms are first ionized in an electron-
cyclotron-resonance ion source. Using a 4 kV potential, the positive ions are accelerated out of the source and focused into a beam by einzel lenses
and steering plates. The heterogeneous beam passes through a mass-analyzer that selects the appropriate ion beam to be studied based on its
mass-to-charge ratio. This beam of homogeneous ions is merged with the photon beam, resulting in photoionization.
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Figure 2: Experimental setup at our endstation at the Advanced Light Source.
Photon beam travels left to right, primary ion beam travels right to left. Note
deflection of product ion beam on the far left at the analyzing magnet.
The photo-ions are separated from the ion beam by a charge-
analyzing magnet that deflects them toward a single-particle
channeltron detector. To measure photoionization as a function of
photon energy, the photon energy is stepped through a
predetermined energy range and the product ions are counted. These
scans need to be combined and put on an absolute scale, a process
that involves carefully measuring the photoionization cross section at
discrete energies that are then used to normalize the spectrum. The
photon energy scale for these measurements was calibrated using
the doubly-excited autoionizing states of He in first, second, and third
orders on a side-branch gas cell.
Results and Analysis: Xe+
Our results for Xe+ include Rydberg series identifications for
transitions from the ground state (2P3/2) and an excited,
metastable state (2P1/2). We identified fine-structure splitting
(3-fold) for the transition from 2P3/2 to
1D2. This splitting is a
result of quantum-level interactions, namely spin.
Analysis of Xe2+ reveals complex structure and many Rydberg
series identifications of transitions from four metastable states
(1S0,
1D2,
3P1, and
3P0) and the ground state (
3P2). Fine-structure
splitting, is evident in transitions from 1S0 to
2P1/2, from
1S0 to
2P3/2, and from
3P0 to
2P3/2.
Figure 3: Full spectroscopic profile
for Xe+. Error bars are included,
indicated by blue vertical
brackets. Profile has been put on
an absolute scale. Red dashed
lines indicate ground and
metastable state thresholds.
Figure 4 (below): Rydberg series
identifications for transitions from the ground
state to various final states of Xe2+.
Figure 5 (below): Rydberg series
identifications for transitions from the
single Xe+ metastable state to various final
states of Xe2+.
Results and Analysis: Xe2+
Figure 6: Spectroscopic data for Xe2+ put
on an absolute scale. Error bars are
indicated by vertical, blue brackets, and
ground and metastable state energy
thresholds are indicated by red, vertical
lines.
Figure 7 (below): Rydberg series identifications
for transitions from the two most excited initial
states to various final states of Xe3+. Fine
structure splitting is evident in two transitions:
from 1S0 to
2P1/2 and
1S0 to
2P3/2.
Figure 8 (below): Rydberg series identifications for
transitions from the ground state and two lowest
energy excited states to various final states of Xe3+. Fine
structure splitting evident in one transition from 3P0.
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